Academic and Research collaboration between NIOT and Indian Maritime University

National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT), Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES), Government of India signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Indian Maritime University (IMU) for academic and research collaboration at NIOT on 18 March, 2020.

This MoU would help in providing the best quality education and training for undertaking research of International standard. This will also help academics and researchers in solving research problems that focuses on emerging fields of study such as oceanography, transportation of hazardous cargo, environmental studies and other related fields.

It also aims at grooming the students, researchers as well as the practicing maritime personnel to excel in their work areas in all disciplines of maritime sector, viz., navigational, marine engineering, port management, maritime commerce, maritime law, marine science, ship handling, inland water transportation, etc. It would produce a large volume of educational and research content in the form of a jointly developed research monograph, demonstrable technologies and products. This will also result in improved international rankings for the institutes and create major global impact through success stories.
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